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Business acumen sales training

The college admissions scandal raises a lot of questions about the calmness of higher education. While this discussion is ongoing, the benefits of training for reps are clear. Smarter reps are more successful reps. But the definition of what it means to be smart is rapidly changing. In addition to basic sales skills,
representatives with strong business knowledge – especially financial and operational insight – have a huge advantage over competitors. Reps must demonstrate broader Business Skills More than ever, reps must demonstrate broader business skills to get deals closed. As we have discussed in previous blogs, the
traditional economic buyer is gone, and team sales are becoming the norm. These trends mean that sellers must navigate a complex deal environment and have multiple conversations that go far beyond product features and benefits. This is where sales activation can make a huge difference. Training designed to help
reps have real business conversations will keep buyers engaged. Today's business problems are multifaceted, and the best reps need to see problems with different lens. These different perspectives are the key to diagnosing the right problem and communicating the value of the solution. When reps speak economic
language to fund teams, operations language to operations teams, and marketing language to marketing teams, rep builds buyer customization and moves the deal forward. One of our customers sells HRIS software. For years, their reps have made coin selling to one or two HR buyers in a business. But over the last five
years these conversations have moved from the tactical to the strategic. They have expanded from HR to include IT, finance, operations, and even legal. The Rep's role has shifted from a one-person act to The Greatest Showman ring leader. Yes, the product knowledge required to address the HR audience is certainly
expanded. But now the rep must also understand how the software affects a company's business strategy, operations and risks. The hard truth is, too many reps can't have business issue discussions. Most have only been trained to provide product slots or manage a linear purchasing process using a one-size-fits-all
sales process. They may have mastered the history of their solution, but they can't facilitate business conversations. Master These 7 business modules Improving sales teams' business sense should be a priority for sales and sales activation managers. There are seven business modules that must be part of each sales
training program. Together, these topics equip teams with business sense, terminology and confidence to connect their solution with their customers' business. 1. Accounting. If anyone has ever taken an accounting class, terms like LIFO and FIFO come flashing back. Unless you work exclusively with CICAs, the focus of
this track should be on the basics of reading balance sheets and profit and loss statements computing basic ratios. Understanding financial statements is essential for especially if they sell to listed companies. 2. How knowledgeable are your reps about concepts like ROI, TCO, NPV, IRR, and Payback Periods? But these
are the pain points for finance and smart business leaders. What will spend a dollar with you generate? Modern reps need to understand these principles so that they can communicate the value of their solution in a way that resonates. 3. Leadership. Having a leadership title doesn't make anyone a leader. Reps need to
appreciate the human dimension of work and the importance of leading and managing people in uncertain business environments. Basic leadership training will help reps think like a leader. Instead of asking the devoured What keeps you up at night? they can have a more insightful conversation. Training in management
topics allows reps to position themselves as peers and advisers to senior buyers. 4. Strategy. The word strategy in a sales meeting is similar to the word like in a teenager's conversation: overused with little meaning. But the basic elements of the strategy are crucial to sales conversations today. Reps are no longer
pitching their product or solution. Instead, they are learning about the prospect business issues. Reps need to understand the impact of external and internal factors on their customers' profitability, success and market position. 5. Operational management. Most salespeople we work with despise processes. (Self-
confessed: this was the class I got the worse grade in a decade ago.) But understanding the basics of process flow, analyzing inefficiency, and increasing efficiency - it's all critical. Reps sitting with operations managers need to think with this mindset as they identify the root causes and place their solution. 6. Marketing.
Too often, sales and marketing are like divorced parents at a dinner - they need to get along but don't understand each other. In order to be successful internally and with customers, teams need to understand the marketing process and function. This is especially true in view of the massive changes in digital lead and
workflow. 7. Change management. We all know the mantra: the only constant is change. No matter what you sell, it requires a certain level of change management in your lead organization. Reps need skills to help others manage change in a constructive, not destructive, way. The best business training includes on-
going simulations and hands-on practices A program on business insight won't magically make your reps in Warren Buffett. The best business training includes evil simulations and hands-on practices. Integrating the classroom and real life will help reps better apply their business knowledge in ways that are practical. At
Brevet, we work with sales organizations to expand their teams' business knowledge, both inside and outside the classroom. The global business environment is changing rapidly. It's important that reps understand Business 101 Without. Contact us to benchmark your sales training and to learn more about The Letter
Group's Growth Academy, our approach to rep business acumen training. What puts the most efficient sellers beyond average sellers? Why are some sellers more effective at closing trades or building customer loyalty over others? And how do some reps rocket-launch their career trajectory? Business sense. Business
sense is a concept that is often associated with leadership and thrown around in the boardrooms. But business sense is also an important component to excel in new business development. In this post, business insights, what, why and how for sellers, I'm going to share with you what business sense is, why it's important
for sellers to possess and business sense, and how sellers can develop their business sense. What is Business Acumen? Business sense is a person's ability to review or study a business, regardless of industry, and recognize the interdependence between all the different business systems, business processes and
different departments. Business sense is the ability to recognize how a problem with a system or process or department will affect other systems, processes, or departments. Business sense is the ability to recognize cause and effect the relationship between the interdependence. Take football for example. Football is a
game of high interdependence because if a player is off, says an offensive lineman, the whole game breaks down and results unfavorably. A company including processes and systems and the people who run and many the company is even more interdependent than sports teams. What is happening, for example, is the
case? Customer service gets lots of calls from disgruntled customers, revenue targets are missed, morale and profits may fall, market share starts to dip. In other words, many people in many functions of the company are affected. Generally, pain or business issues at one level become reasons for another pain at
another level and in other departments. Your level of business sense, including your understanding of your customer's interdependence and business pain and the effect that pain has throughout their organization is what will differentiate you from your competition. Your ability to cultivate a sales strategy where you can
confirm with your customer their business aches, including how this pain flows through their organization, including the people and departments it affects shows your understanding of their business environment. It's business sense. Why Business Acumen is important in implementing new business developmentsTo be
successful in professional sales, sellers must learn to position themselves as an authoritative thought leader and equal partner. Sales and new business development are about the seller's ability to create demand for himself forcing the customer to consider a a problem that was never on their agenda or under
consideration in the first place. Sellers must possess business sense to perform at this level. Take Starbucks for example. The café, which now lives in every street corner, did not always sell freshly brewed coffee to customers. They started in 1971 selling espresso machines and coffee beans, which Howard Schultz, the
current president, president and CEO, fell in love with first taste. But after his visit to Italy in 1983, Schultz was determined to actually brew and sell Starbucks coffee in a European-style coffee house, and turned Starbucks into the nationwide java sensation it has become today. When Starbucks made this pivotal, even if
they didn't just go into the coffee brewing business, they went into the retail business. They went out and started leasing and eventually buying commercial properties. But leasing and buying real estate was not enough. They had to launch a number of other initiatives to make this transformation. For example, they had to
invest in a CRM and loyalty management system to get customer loyalty and get consumers to come back, repeatedly. They also had to implement supply chain management systems to manage materials from their suppliers that go into their products. Another big IT initiative they had to take on was to invest in POS or
point of sale systems that would go inside every single Starbucks coffee house to process payments. And a nationwide and ultimately a global network had to be built off all these point of sales systems to run across the globe. If you were a sales representative trying to sell software and/or IT services to Starbucks but
had little or no business sense, you probably wouldn't have sold anything to Starbucks. But if you had business sense than you probably would have sold millions of dollars in business with Starbucks. Here's why possessing Business Acumen is important You don't need to get bogged down in understanding every detail,
but you do need to understand the basics of the business planning process, including: Companies assess their strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT Analysis) to help them determine their current state at what point they..... Define their desired future state, including their goals and goals at what point
they.... Identify the gaps or inequality that they must overcome to reach their desired future state at which point they ..... Determine the strategy or strategies they will implement to achieve these goals at which point they ... ... Determine which key initiatives and projects they should implement that fit into and support their
strategy and achieve their objectives. You might think, why should I care about business sense and all this strategic business planning non-sense? Well, if you can't develop a sales approach, aligns with your customer's goals and helps them reach their desired future state, state, other than a commodity supplier forced
to sell at prices. Your knowledge and understanding of how your customers go into business planning, what their planning for and why they implement the initiatives they have decided to invest in will be directly linked to the quality of your sales approach and how well you adapt to your customer. By identifying and
understanding your customers' critical business problems and how pain flows through their organization and affects different departments, systems, processes, teams, and stakeholders, you can intelligently position and align your service offerings with the highest priorities of key decision makers. It's this very approach
that separates top artists from average artists. Last but not least, customers want to do business with sellers who they feel understand their business because they need to feel understood. How to develop your business AcumenDevelop your business insights start by asking your customer's well thought out questions.
You can start by asking them what goals they are trying to achieve for the quarter. When they mention to you that they have a problem or problem with X ask them why do you think the problem is happening? After their answer you can answer with another question like how is this problem affecting your business? Or
which departments will be affected by this problem? By asking some simple exploratory questions, you can develop your company's insights and gain great insight into how your customers think and what they value. Value.
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